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The Global PEACE SYMBOL finally Reinvented!

The world most universal recognized symbol the Peace symbol having lost some of it’s meaning has now
been re-invented and redesigned for our high speed, multi tasking, interconnected, world as the New MAKE
PEACE symbol.

Feb. 2, 2013 - PRLog -- The Make Peace symbol is the creation of artist and designer Paul-felix Montez
and takes peace making to a new proactive “do it now” message. The Old Peace symbol is now split into
two circles, each a half of the original Peace symbol, but waiting to be reassembled, and connect to the old
peace symbol’s original form.

Since Make Peace Projects launch in it’s first four months it has gained over 15,000 social media active
followers promoting it world wide. Along with this accomplishment, the Make Peace sculpture has won a
World Peace Monuments award for excellence promoting it to all who love peace. If these two events
weren’t enough a hugh “grassroots” activist movement has spread from city to city in the United states,
using online petitions, activists in cities are using online petitions to get their city a 60 foot tall stainless
steel, Make Peace sculpture and peace park. In the United States alone there are over 385,000 War
Monuments, how many Peace monuments, less than 200. Make Peace brand is definitely in the process of
becoming a world culture unifier and changer.
Style, message, cause, a powerful new global brand has been born and Makes peace.

Make Peace Project and Brand can be found online, with complete details for joining in to start your city’s
online petition and movement and or joining on all social media.
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